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ENTRANCING �  SYNERGIST IC �  V IBRAT IONAL  

ENRAPTUREENRAPTURE

Observe! A rousing rouge, bright and luminous, and ENTRANCING cravings ensue. To taste! Layered flirtations Observe! A rousing rouge, bright and luminous, and ENTRANCING cravings ensue. To taste! Layered flirtations 
of SYNERGISTIC flavors, the delight of sweet harmony within. To feel! A VIBRATIONAL crescendo, passionately of SYNERGISTIC flavors, the delight of sweet harmony within. To feel! A VIBRATIONAL crescendo, passionately 
climactic, that joyful surrender begins!climactic, that joyful surrender begins!

GRAPE VARIETY:GRAPE VARIETY:   Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and MalbecCabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Malbec

REGION:REGION:Napa Valley Napa Valley 

WINEMAKING NOTES:WINEMAKING NOTES:  Aged in 18-19 months in French oak Aged in 18-19 months in French oak 
 - 39% new French oak (Ermitage and Tarnasaud) - 39% new French oak (Ermitage and Tarnasaud)
 Alcohol: 14.5% Alcohol: 14.5%
 pH: 3.70  pH: 3.70 
 T/A: 6.4 g/L  T/A: 6.4 g/L 

TASTING NOTES:TASTING NOTES:  A rich purple in the glass, this A rich purple in the glass, this 
Cabernet led blend opens with dark fruit, violets and cassis Cabernet led blend opens with dark fruit, violets and cassis 
aromas. The mouthfeel is round and soft with a flavor aromas. The mouthfeel is round and soft with a flavor 
combination of red and black berries, striking spices and combination of red and black berries, striking spices and 
cocoa nibs emphasized by toasty oak. This elegant wine is cocoa nibs emphasized by toasty oak. This elegant wine is 
full-bodied with medium-to-high tannins and palpable full-bodied with medium-to-high tannins and palpable 
acidity.acidity.

WHAT ENRAPTURE SIGNIFIES:WHAT ENRAPTURE SIGNIFIES:  Enrapture is pure  Enrapture is pure 
seduction. A red blend comprised of the most prestigious seduction. A red blend comprised of the most prestigious 
regions in Napa Valley and will entangle all of your senses. regions in Napa Valley and will entangle all of your senses. 

TRANSCENDING TERROIR. CELEBRATING T IME. EMBRACING STYLE


